1968 PIT STOP SPEED = 60 SECONDS
TODAY’S PIT STOP SPEED = 12.5 SECONDS

OFFICIALLY LICENSED BY THE NORTH CAROLINA BOARD OF COMMUNITY
COLLEGES – 2014*
FINALIST – NORTH CAROLINA MOTORSPORTS ASSOCIATION
TWO YEAR OR TRADE SCHOOL PROGRAM AWARD - 2008
FINALIST – BUSINESS NORTH CAROLINA MAGAZINE SMALL BUSINESS OF THE YEAR
AWARD - 2007
RECIPIENT – ELLIOTT MASIE LEARNING CONSORTIUM
LEARNING LEADERSHIP AWARD – 2006
*The North Carolina State Board of Community Colleges is not an accrediting agency.

RECIPIENT – ELLIOTT MASIE LEARNING CONSORTIUM
LEARNING LEADERSHIP AWARD – 2006
Pit Weld U Powered by Miller Welders
is PIT’s newest state licensed course.
Covering MIG and TIG welding as well as
metal cutting during the sixteen week
course, PWU helps prepare students for
optional certification through the
American Welding Society as well as a
career in motorsports as a welder/
fabricator. Students are trained by
skilled instructors who are industry
professionals themselves and hold CWI
credentials with the AWS. PWU provides
students yet another layer of valuable
training for a potential career in
motorsports or any welding and metal
work based industry.

Pit Crew U is the division of PIT
designed to teach the specific skills
associated with a career as an overthe wall pit team member. The eightweek program gives students the
basic skills needed to become a pit
crew athlete. Graduates have gone on
to win series championships in all
divisions of stock car motorsports and
Pit Crew U touts three consecutive
individual All-Star Pit Crew Challenge
champions. Alumni of the program
are now in Pit Crew Coordinator
positions at many of racing’s most
competitive teams.

Performance Instruction & Training
156 Byers Creek Road
Mooresville, NC 28117

704-799-3869

5 Off 5 On Race Team Performance is
the practice, placement, and coaching
division of PIT. Pit Crew U graduates
who score high evaluations after
graduation are invited into the
program where they receive continued
skills training and athletic conditioning
under the guidance of professional pit
crew coaches. The program offers
participants the practical experience
needed to find over-the-wall pit crew
positions in teams throughout
motorsports through weekly practice
and the opportunity to go racing with
contracted teams to prepared athletes.

WWW.VISITPIT.COM

What could your business
do with a 79 percent
increase in efficiency?

“...like modern corporations, teams in motorsports need to have cohesive performance, relentless speed and flawless
execution to be competitive. And similarly, businesses should have plenty of opportunities for hands-on learning and
continuous feedback in employee development to stay in the fast lane.”
-Brian Summerfield
Chief Learning Officer magazine, Managing Editor

How do pit stops relate to my
business?
If you are not a fan of racing, a pit stop may seem like
simple car maintenance and service. Although that’s
exactly what a pit stop is, the need to do it with
precision and speed in an extremely high stakes
environment has made the pit stop more than an
ordinary process. Pit stops are a highly planned and
scheduled team based event that are scrutinized and
analyzed to evaluate performance and make
modifications for continuous improvement. A pit stop
serves as an example of an ordinary event that has
been dissected and evaluated to its smallest
components, each of which are tailored to make the
most efficient use of personnel, equipment, and
processes . . . the same principles used to benefit your
organization.

Where can my company participate?
The Lean Performance U program has been
conducted in cities and venues across the country
from community colleges to the ballrooms of hotels
on the Las Vegas strip. But there are two venues that
have been found to be most effective and convenient
for conducting your very own experience. The first is
PIT’s own facility where participants can be engulfed
by the racing flavor provided by the quarter-mile
track, observation deck directly over pit road, and the
professional race teams practicing just a few pit stalls
down. A company’s own location proves to be a
productive alternative due to a reduction in downtime
and travel time for participants.

Who should attend?
Whether embarking on a Lean program in your
company for the first time or trying to rejuvenate or
revitalize your current program, Lean Performance U
puts a new perspective on the “Lean concept” and
opens employees’ minds for dialogue and successful
implementation of the Lean model of work. The
concepts of Lean Performance U challenge employees
to look at Lean work modes in an entirely new way that
they can understand, then apply back to their own job
site. Lean Performance U also serves as an innovative
teambuilding program. Whatever your needs, the
program’s curriculum can be customized to achieve
your goals.

“The concepts of TPM and the hands-on exercise at PIT have helped our company promote teamwork and allowed the
people closest to the operation to make changes that have increased production, reduce machine down time and
increase market share.”
-Keith Cabe
Blue Ridge Paper, Business Process Improvements Manager
“The PIT training supports all the major principles of Georgia-Pacific. Through the NASCAR analogy it is very effective in
clarifying our reliability vision by showing what is necessary to be competitive and successful. By asking the question,
“what if employees here learn to treat their critical equipment like a race car? “ We are forced to think differently
about our approach to issues we face every day. The PIT training emphasizes the need for everyone to have the
necessary skill, commitment, ownership, and teamwork to advance the vision.”
-Joe Konkel
Georgia-Pacific, Reliability Leader

Performance Instruction &
Training (PIT) clients include:
Intel
Penske
John Deere - Hitachi
ConocoPhillips
Discount Tire
General Mills
United Airlines
Georgia-Pacific
Mechanix Wear
General Motors
Boston Beer Company
Huntington - Ingalls

How will this benefit my organization?
The aspiration of a pit crew jumping over the wall to
perform their duties is similar to that of many
companies: be safe, be effective, and be number one.
The program is directed so that each pit stop is a
scenario speaking to a challenge you may face in your
industry, such as limited training, improper personnel,
and unclear objectives.
The scenarios open
participants ‘minds to evaluating that aspect in a new
way and it creates the opportunity for creative
conversation. Allowing your staff the opportunity to
conduct the pit stops under the supervision and
instruction of trained pit crew coaches and using
professional equipment on fully functional stock cars
participants gain a sense of accomplishment and
understanding useful in their own workspace.

Lean Performance U Covers:







Downtime reduction
Workplace standardization
Best practices
Continuous improvement
Teamwork development
Workplace metrics

Begin planning your own
customized program today!
Contact Performance
Instruction & Training (PIT):
156 Byers Creek Road
Mooresville, NC 28117
866.563.3566 or 704-799-3869
PitCrew@VisitPIT.com

